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An energy-efficient scheduling algorithm is proposed for parallel tasks

in a multiprocessor system. The proposed algorithm utilises the

dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) method for low energy consumption

and executes tasks in parallel to compensate for the execution delay

induced by the DVS method.

Introduction: Dynamic power management (DPM) [1] and dynamic

voltage scaling (DVS) [2] methods are proposed to manage the

energy consumption of electronic systems. In DPM, unused compo-

nents are turned off for the purpose of reducing energy consumption.

In DVS, the voltage supplied to a processor is dynamically decreased.

Its energy consumption ratio and speed then decrease on the basis of

the following relationships [3, 4]: Energy/V� (V�VT)2 and Speed

/ (V�VT)2=V, where V denotes the voltage supplied to the processor

and VT denotes the threshold voltage of the processor chip. For the

design of low-energy consuming systems, previous work [3, 4] only

focused on the case where a task is executed on a single processor,

even though there are available processors and the task can be

executed in parallel on multiple processors. Some tasks, such as

image calculation, geographical information processing, and particle

simulation, can easily be divided into multiple computational compo-

nents. If a task can be executed on multiple processors, its parallel

execution time decreases as the number of allocated processors

increases [5]. Additionally, if a lower voltage is applied to the

processors executing the task, the parallel execution time of the

task increases but the total energy consumption of the multiple

processors decreases, as presented in Fig. 1. In this Letter, an

energy-efficient scheduling algorithm is proposed. This algorithm

executes tasks in parallel to achieve fast execution, and utilises the

DVS method for low-energy consumption while maintaining equal

execution time.
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Fig. 1 Execution of task on multiple processors with low voltage

Problem definition: Based on previous studies [4, 5], the execution

time to complete the workload (number of processor cycles) W on P

processors with V voltage is formulated as follows:

EðW ;P;V Þ ¼ h1=V � ðW þ poÞ=P

where h1 is a hardware-dependent constant and po is the overhead for

parallel execution, such as initial distribution process of subtasks,

communication among processors and unbalanced load distribution

(po¼ 0 if P¼ 1) [5]. In addition, based on the previous studies [3, 4],

the energy consumption rate at time t on P processors with V voltage is

formulated as follows:

CtðP;V Þ ¼ h2 � V 3 � P

where h2 is a hardware-dependent constant. In this Letter, we investi-

gate an algorithm which finds a schedule to execute M tasks on N

identical processors with minimum energy consumption. Each task Tm

has its workload Wm, starts execution at sm and finishes execution at

fm¼ smþE(Wm, 1, Vo)¼ smþ h1=Vo�Wm, where Vo is the initial

voltage supplied to the processors. Vm
t and Nm

t denote the voltage

supplied to Tm and the number of processors allocated to Tm at time t,
respectively. The total amount of energy consumption to execute Tm is

ð
CtðN t

m;V t
mÞdtþ eo � d

where eo is the overhead required to dynamically change the voltage

supplied to processors and d is the number of voltage changes during

the execution of Tm.

Scheduling algorithm: M tasks are sorted in increasing order of their

start times and are stored in a list TL¼ [T1, . . . , Tm, . . . , TM]. All sm

and fm values of the M tasks are sorted in increasing order and their

values are labelled with another index rk when their corresponding

ranking is kth. A range Rk can then be defined as R1
¼ [r1, r2],

R2
¼ [r2, r3], . . . , R2M

¼ [r2M, 1]. The proposed algorithm, called

Energy-efficient Scheduling for Multiprocessor (ESM), is described

below:

Algorithm Energy-efficient Scheduling for Multiprocessor (ESM)

Input: TL, N and Vo

Output: Nm
t and Vm

t such that sm� t� fm for each Tm

For k¼1 to k¼ (2M �1) do

{ Wk
 Vo=h1� (rkþ1–rk);

Mk
 number of tasks Tm such that sm� rk < rkþ1

� fm;

Pq N div Mk; Pr N mod Mk;

For x¼1 to x¼ (Mk
�Pr) do

{ Nx
t
 Pq and Vx

t
 Vo=W

k
� (Wk

þ po)=Pq from t¼ rk to

t¼ rkþ1;}

For x¼ (Mk
�Pr þ1) to x¼Mk do

{ Nx
t
 (Pqþ 1) and Vx

t
 Vo=W

k
� (Wk

þpo)=(Pqþ1) from

t¼ rk to t¼ rkþ1;}

}

The ESM algorithm divides the workload Wm¼Vo=h1� (fm�sm) of

each Tm into several parts W k
¼Vo=h1� (rkþ1

�rk) along with ranges

Rk, such that sm� rk < rkþ1
� fm. It allocates N processors evenly to the

M k tasks which can be executed in Rk. When F(P)¼Vo=W
k
� (W k

þ

po)=P, each workload W k of the M k tasks is executed on Pq processors

with F(Pq) voltage (or on (Pqþ 1) processors with F(Pqþ 1) voltage),

because E(W k, 1, Vo)¼E(W k, Pq, F(Pq))¼E(W k, Pqþ 1, F(Pqþ 1)).

The workload W k of the M k tasks is completely executed at time

rkþ1 for any Rk. The ESM algorithm always utilises all processors,

while the DPM method turns off the power of idle processors. The total

energy consumption of ESM in each Rk is

ðMk � PrÞ �

ðb

a

CtðPq;FðPqÞÞdt

þ Pr �

ðb

a

CtðPq þ 1;FðPq þ 1ÞÞdtþ eo

where a¼ rk and b¼ rkþ1. The total energy consumption of DPM is

Mk �

ðb

a

Ctð1;VoÞdtþ eo

If po� 0.58�Wk < (41=3–1)�Wk, then

ðb

a

Ctð1;VoÞdt >
ðb

a

CtðPq;FðPqÞÞdt

>

ðb

a

CtðPq þ 1;FðPq þ 1ÞÞdt

for any Pq > 1. Hence, the energy consumption of ESM is always better

than that of DPM when the parallel execution overhead of a task is less

than 58% of its workload. The ESM algorithm allocates an available

processor to the task having fewest allocated processors. If po� 0.37�

Wk < ((18=7)1=3–1)�Wk, then

ðb

a

Ctð1;VoÞdt�
ðb

a

Ctð2;Fð2ÞÞdt

>

ðb

a

Ctð2;Fð2ÞÞdt�
ðb

a

Ctð3;Fð3ÞÞdt

,ðW k Þ
3
� ðW k þ poÞ

3=4

> ðW k þ poÞ
3=4� ðW k þ poÞ

3=9
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If 1 < Nx < Ny, then

ðb

a

CtðNx;FðNxÞÞdt�
ðb

a

CtðNx þ 1;FðNx þ 1ÞÞdt

>

ðb

a

CtðNy;FðNyÞÞdt

�

ðb

a

CtðNy þ 1;FðNy þ 1ÞÞdt

Hence, this allocation method maximises the decrement of energy

consumption when the parallel execution overhead of a task is less

than 37% of its workload.

Evaluation: ESM is compared with DPM through simulation. The

ratio of the total energy consumption amount of all tasks in ESM to

that in DPM is referred to as Relative Energy Consumption Ratio and

used for our evaluation metric. The load imposed on the system by

task arrivals is referred to as System Load, and formulated as l� y=N
where l is the task arrival rate of Poisson process and y is the mean

computation time of tasks. The workload of tasks (the value of Wm) is

normally distributed with a mean of 100. The overhead eo is set as

0.05� y and the overhead po is set as a constant ratio of Wm. The

average values of 20 runs for independent tasks are shown and each

run is performed over 1 000 000 time units. Fig. 2a shows the

performance of the dual-processor system (N¼ 2). ‘ESM:a’ denotes

the performance of ESM when po¼ a�Wm=100. ‘ESM:00’,

‘ESM:20’, ‘ESM:40’ and ‘ESM:60’ show 43, 57, 76 and 102%

energy consumption of DPM, respectively, when System Load is

0.1. Their differences become smaller when the system is more

heavily loaded. Fig. 2b shows the performance when System Load

is fixed at 0.5 and N increases exponentially with the function of 2X.

‘ESM:00’, ‘ESM:20’, ‘ESM:40’ and ‘ESM:60’ show 76, 82, 90 and

101% energy consumption of DPM, respectively, when N¼ 2. Their

differences increase as the value of N increases. When N¼ 1024,

‘ESM:00’, ‘ESM:20’, ‘ESM:40’ and ‘ESM:60’ show 35, 49, 70 and

90% energy consumption of DPM, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Relative energy consumption ratio with values of System Load
and N

Conclusions: We propose an energy-efficient scheduling algorithm

which utilises all available processors to execute tasks in parallel and

uses the lowest voltage possible, while maintaining equal execution

time. The proposed algorithm achieves much lower energy consump-

tion when the parallel execution overhead is smaller, the system is

more lightly loaded, or the system has a larger number of processors.
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